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Bove, Pecorino Safari (2018)
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Appellation
Size

Wine - Still - White 
Bove
Abruzzo, Italy 
Pecorino
Terre di Chieti        
750 mL × 6 

PRODUCER: Three generations of the Bove family have called the rich farmland of Avezzano, Abruzzo, home. 
Here, they have nurtured wine grapes that grow plump and flavorful, nourished by soil from what was the bed of 
Italy’s largest lake. The lake was drained in the late 19th Century to create new agricultural lands, giving birth to 
modern day Avezzano.The Bove family, who founded their winery in 1930, epitomize the pride of the Avezzano 
people and embrace their role as stewards of the land and the surrounding natural resources.                                                                                                                                                                          
Bove chooses to focus on two indigenous varieties from the region. Pecorino, which nearly went extinct in the 70s, 
and the refined cultivation of the fabled Montepulciano grape which has resulted in wines that exhibit the 
region’s true character. Bove wines express the region’s fruitful terroir and the dedication and passion of 
generations. A high-tech bottling line shows the family’s eye for the future. Careful sourcing from optimal 
vineyards and careful grape selection are hallmarks of respect for quality and tradition.
VARIETAL NOTES: Ampelographers are botanists who specialize in the identifcation and classifcation of grape 
vines. These devoted botanists tell us that the Pecorino grape is native to the Marche region of Italy. Lucky for us – 
and fueled by the Bove family’s passion for the grape – it has also found a home in Abruzzo. Ampelographers 
believe that the light-skinned Pecorino grape is a very old variety that likely originated as a wild grapevine 
growing in the Sibillini Mountains. Despite its name, there is no direct link between the Pecorino grape and 
Pecorino cheese. The grape’s name could stem from the Italian word pecora, meaning sheep. Local legend is 
that sheep in the Marche region would often eat the grapes while moving through the vineyards. Today, the 
grape is widely grown in the Marche, Abruzzo, Liguria, Tuscany, Umbria and Lazio regions of Italy. The grape had 
been considered nearly extinct in the late 1980s; today there are more than 1200 acres planted in Italy.              
TASTING & WINEMAKING NOTES: It is here, during the last 10 days of September, that Pecorino is harvested and 
fermented in stainless steel vessels. Subsequent aging occurs solely in stainless steel to preserve the grape’s bright 
acid and fresh character. Pecorino Terre di Chieti shimmers with a straw-yellow color in the glass. Aromas 
envelope hints of citrus, apples and tropical fruit. That lightness is cast aside on the palate, where the wine proves 
dense and weighty with a fresh, soft, dryness. Fruit is perfectly balanced by acidity and structure. The flavors linger 
nicely, finishing distinctively soft and fresh-tasting.
FOOD PAIRING: Is it wine or is it a cheese? LOL! Lemon meets pineapple here, so the great acidity in this wine will 
hold up to vinaigrette-based salad dressings, seafoods, raw fish like Fujiya’s sushi, and fresh cheeses. Try it with a 
simple Caprese salad or herb marinated grilled chicken breast.

Mamete Prevostini, Nebbiolo Botonero Rosso (2018)
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Appellation
Size

Wine - Still - Red 
Mamete Prevostini 
Lombardy, Italy 
Nebbiolo         
Valtellina
750 mL × 12 

PRODUCER NOTES: The dynamo that is Mamete Prevostini is an absolute maestro when it comes to Nebbiolo. He 
is not interested in producing big fat wines, oaky crowd-pleasers, or wines made with intentional cause and 
effect for a journalist and a bigger score. Mamete’s focus is purity and flavor; the essence of Nebbiolo with an 
emphasis on what the special Valtellina soils give to the vines. Unlike the Nebbiolo of Piemonte, the Valtellina 
grapes grow at a higher altitude during a shorter growing season with cooler days and nights. The wines, with 
their crystalline fresh nature are every bit as intense as their Piedmont cousins, offering a greater wingspan of 
aromas and a lightness on their feet the Piedmont brethren would be hard pressed to duplicate. Tasters will 
recognize quickly these qualities and differences in each of the Prevostini wines. "Great wines must be able to 
speak to people, they should be refined, elegant and represent where they come from. In Valtellina I have 
found all the necessary ingredients to produce complex, yet uncomplicated wine: the soil, the climate, the sun 
and the people." - Mamete Prevostini                                                                                                                                                             
TASTING  NOTES: Bright ruby red color with a moderate transparency. The nose reveals fresh and fruity aromas of 
berries with very clean and pleasing aromas that starts with hints of cherry, currant and strawberry followed by 
scents of rose and violet. In the mouth the taste is fresh and dry, denoting wine with a light but interesting body. 
FOOD PAIRING: Smoked cherries struck our palates, somewhat like a pinot noir but more rustic in nature. Again, 
another versatile wine that can stand-up to structured dishes, appetizers made of vegetables or meats, soups, 
white meats, casseroles, salads, creams and mild cheeses.
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